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From	the	Pastor’s	Desk By	Craig	Thompson
On the first Sunday of this month, we celebrate Christ’s 

resurrection. There is no more important day in the history 
of the world than the day Jesus rose from the dead. 

The resurrection is specifically remembered on one 
particular Sunday each year, but you should live every day 
of your life like the resurrection happened. Jesus didn’t die 
and rise from the grave so that we could get dressed up for 
a worship service and a family lunch once a year. Jesus 
died and rose again so that we could experience abundant 
life, forgiven from our sins, now and into eternity.

Jesus came into the world to save sinners and to set them 
free from the tyranny of sin and death in their lives. He 
came to do that for you and for me.

So, even as I wish you a happy Easter and look forward 
to celebrating it with you, I also want to challenge you to 
live every day as if Jesus actually rose from the dead—
because he did.

After the church clothes are hung in the closet, the last 
deviled egg has been eaten, and all of the Easter candy is 
gone, Christians get to continue living out the joy of 
salvation. Jesus is alive. The tomb is empty. And it is our 
Christian responsibility and privilege to live out the 
resurrection of Jesus. 

Acts 2 is one of the most important and exciting chapters 
in the entire Bible. After Jesus rose and ascended, the Holy 
Spirit came in tongues of fire and baptized Jesus’s first 
believers. 

Through the Holy Spirit’s power, these simple people 
became powerful evangelists, missionaries, and preachers. 

Through the power of the Spirit, Peter preached the 
greatest sermon of all time and the church almost 
immediately went from maybe a couple of hundred to 
over three thousand.

On the backside of that incredible movement of the 
Lord, the church began to act and live like Christ’s 
followers. They committed themselves to the teaching of 
the apostles and fellowship with one another. They ate 
together, they prayed together, and they worshiped 
together. These new believers even helped each other out 
financially. It seems that as they grew in appreciation for 
how much God had done for them, they became more 
generous and loving toward each other. Acts 2 is a 
picture of people living out the resurrection of Jesus by 
loving each other and sharing the good news of the 
gospel. Acts 2 is a picture of what Christ’s followers 
should be in the 1st century and the 21st century.

Happy Easter. Christ is risen! Let’s get busy living out 
Christ’s victory in our own lives.
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Worship	and	Discipleship By	Keven	Newsome
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So far in this series of articles about discernment, I’ve 
explained the difference between reasoning (mind), 
emotion (heart), and the spiritual (soul) aspects of our 
lives. I’ve talked about how we can’t trust our reasoning 
and emotion because they are still tainted by the curse of 
sin. They can be manipulated, manufactured, and lead us 
to wrong conclusions. They’re not bad in and of 
themselves, just still part of our fractured sinful nature. 
The spiritual, however, is perfect and trustworthy for 
those who have received the regenerating gift of salvation 
upon our souls. It is through the lens of the spiritual that 
we must guide our reasoning and emotions, reigning them 
in, so that we are not deceived through our own sinful 
tendencies. 

That’s a very quick summary of my past two newsletter 
articles. Today I want to explain to you the number one 
tactic used by our sinful minds and hearts to deceive us 
into poor discernment. Once you know it, you can begin 
watching for it. Once you start watching for it, you’ll 
actually see how our reasoning and emotion so easily lie 
to us and how much we desperately need the spiritual to 
inform and guide them.

That number one tactic is confirmation bias. 
Confirmation bias is defined as “a tendency to interpret 
new evidence as confirmation of one’s existing beliefs or 
theories.” In other words, the mind and heart on their own 
will seek evidence to prove what the mind and heart want 
to already believe.

The mind doesn’t like to be wrong. The heart doesn’t 
like to feel bad. Anything that pushes the mind and heart 
in these directions will by instinct be rejected. Rather, the 
mind and heart will look for and cling to things that make 
the mind feel correct and the heart feel validated. This is 
confirmation bias. We are biased to those things that 
confirm what we already believe. That which challenges 
those beliefs is automatically viewed with suspicion and 
often ridicule. 

If Christians are going to engage in discernment, we 
have to understand that our minds and hearts are both full 
of bias. They will naturally seek out evidence that 
supports their bias and reject evidence that doesn’t. We 
also have to admit that we have a lot of bias that may be 
incorrect because our reasoning and emotions are sinful 

and prone to error. We must therefore allow the spiritual 
to challenge our bias and be willing to allow new 
information to change our bias if it is in error. Here are 
some questions to ask yourself to help identify bias and to 
allow the spiritual to take charge instead.

Do I refuse to consider changing my opinion despite 
people explaining its error? Does someone else’s opinion 
evoke a strong emotion (anger, frustration) in me? Do I 
find myself searching the internet for evidence that 
supports my opinion? These are signs of confirmation 
bias. Good discernment recognizes this and begins the 
process of discovering the truth by asking the next series 
of questions.

Have I admitted to myself that maybe I’m wrong and 
that my emotions are misleading me? Have I prayed about 
this, asking God to reveal the truth? Have I sought the 
Bible for evidence to BOTH sides of the issue? Have I 
spent time educating myself with opinions that support 
BOTH sides of the issue? Have I sought counsel from 
people I trust to have less bias? Have I spoken with 
someone who has a different opinion than mine? Is the 
issue something I’ve always believed or was taught as a 
child? Am I repeating the opinion of someone else? What 
does my gut say? Is it repulsed? Is it embarrassed to be 
wrong? (Sometimes that gut feeling may be an indication 
of the Holy Spirit’s leading.) Is my bias a matter of pride?

Having identified your bias, having asked the right 
questions to inform yourself of the things that go against 
your bias, having purposefully not given into the 
temptation to seek confirmation in your bias, then 
prayerfully you must consider whether or not your bias is 
incorrect. And if it is found to be incorrect, you must be 
willing to change your mind. If it is found to be correct, 
you can now talk on the subject with confidence that you 
have drawn an unbiased opinion.

It is through this work that we force our minds and our 
hearts to come under the control of our souls. Don’t fall 
into the trap of confirmation bias. It is the number one 
tactic that our minds and hearts use to deceive us. Slow 
down, ask the questions, hold your mind and heart as 
suspect, and allow yourself the intellectual and emotional 
breathing room for the spiritual to take over and bring you 
to a sound Biblical conclusion. 



Prime	Timers’	Ministry	 By	Buster	Morris
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It sure was great to be able to have our Senior Supper 
this past month. The blessing of the fellowship was one of 
the most enjoyable parts; the food was pretty good if I 
have to say so myself, and the jokes were almost funny.

We are already looking forward to April and the months 
to come as we seek to begin to move forward with our 
senior activities. Our Senior Ministry Team will be 
meeting soon to plan some activities for the summer and 
beyond. If you would like to be a part of this team just let 
me know. 

We are also in hopes that our ministry to our nursing 
homes will soon open back up. We miss so much the 
opportunity to minister to those dear folks. This is also 
another area we could use some of our seniors to be a part 
of this special ministry. Again, just let me know if this 
would be a ministry you would be interested in. We go to 
encourage, but we are often the ones that are blessed.

Please continue to keep our senior adult ministry in your 
thoughts and prayers as we seek to follow God’s 
leadership. 

If you have any questions about our ministry or 
suggestions of how we could better serve please let me 
know. 

God still has His plans for each of us, as we continue to 
grow in His kingdom. I found these scriptures in Psalms 
and thought they were very appropriate as we look 
forward to seeking to serve and renew our senior ministry. 
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Children’s	Ministry	 By	Rhonda	Adams

Camp Longridge Registration

If you have already signed your child up for camp, be 
on the lookout for camp registration information. At this 
time, I intend to send that home with your child on 
Sunday, April 4. Please use the GHR ID (Group Hold 
Reservation ID) when you register online so that your 
child will be included in our group. Please do not share 
the ID with anyone else. That information has to come 
through me because when I give the camp our final 
number, they will release my excess reservations. Then 
the child who did not go through me for the ID will not be 
included in that week. 

Upcoming Events

June 21-25 – Vacation Bible School 
July 26-30 – Camp Longridge 

I would like to thank all of you who have in various 
ways given condolences over the death of my mother in 
March. I had hoped to spend time face to face with her 
soon, which I had not been able to do since March of 2020 
due to Covid; but it was not to be. She had been struggling 
for years physically, mentally and emotionally with many 
of those years being in a nursing home. God, in His grace, 
gave her a new, better home and a new, better body on 
Friday, March 12 as she slipped peacefully from this 
world. She is with Him and with my father once again. 

A New Old Way

Beginning Wednesday, April 14 the children’s ministry 
will be completely back in the children’s wing and 
children’s building. In an abundance of caution, we have 
slowly slipped back into our children’s programming and 
activities. On April 14, the preschoolers will meet in the 
children’s wing with the older preschoolers having their 
own class and the younger preschoolers having childcare. 
The older children, K5 through 5th grade, will meet in the 
children’s building for Bible Club. 

Children’s Life Groups and Children’s Worship are up 
and running strong. (Those are some very happy 
children!) We will soon be introducing an addition to our 
Bible teaching during Life Groups. More information will 
be coming on that later.

Camp Longridge

Camp is going to look a little different this year. The 
number of campers attending each week will be smaller, 
and groupings will be different. Campers will participate 
in activities this year with their cabin mates instead of 
separating into various groups. Children 8 years old by 
July 26 through 12 years old are eligible to attend. We 
have some additional spaces available. If you want your 
child to attend, and you have not already signed the 
commitment form or have questions, please see me. 
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GeneraFon180	Ministry By	Adam	Whiteside

Part 1: Are you fishing with the right bait?

My papa was an excellent fisherman. He caught fish 
when no one else could. He caught fish right next to you, 
fishing in the same spot. When I couldn't catch'em, he'd 
say, "You're not using the right bait." That was a logical 
response, so I’d change to the same bait and still not catch 
anything. Then he'd say, "You're not holding your mouth 
right…" which was not logical, so, I'd be ready to go 
home.

When it comes to reaching the next generation with the 
love of Jesus, are you using the right bait? I ask because 
what compelled me, you, and the generation or two before 
us may not work on the next generation. We have modern 
minds, minds more easily reached with reason and logic. 
What worked on our modern minds, won’t work so well 
on the postmodern mind. The need for Jesus hasn't 
changed, but the way we reach the heart and mind must. 

In times past when questions arose challenging 
Christianity, reason and logic met them. When evolution 
was an obstacle, the church developed logical arguments 
against it. We proposed that macroevolution is not 
reasonable, and microevolution is. When the Creation 
account was questioned, we countered arguing the Big 
Bang and Genesis 1 are speaking of the same event. If 
what was proposed was logical, then it was believable. 

Remember the commercials you grew up watching that 
sought to persuade you using an authority that was logical 
and reasonable to believe. If 9-10 dentists recommended a 
particular toothpaste, it must be the best because nine 
qualified authorities in that field said so. Logic and 
reasoning from a qualified authority made us believe. The 
mind is changing, we must recognize how and change 
accordingly. 

Now, experience is the key not logic and reasoning. 
Consider commercials on television today, products are 
pitched by those that look like you. The experience of 
someone like you is now what persuades you. It's not 
experts selling the products. Why? Because we have 
moved from modern era to the postmodern. We, as 
parents, lived through the overlap. But now our teenagers 
possess solely postmodern minds. They care less if you're 
an expert, if your claim is valid, if your proposal is 
logical, or if your reasoning is sound. The postmodern 
mind is more about the experience. Does it work for you? 
Is it real in your life? These are the questions that matter 
and the evidence that persuades. Why?

One reason the postmodern mind is more about the 
experience is information overload. At any given moment, 
our teenagers can find news outlets, social media 
platforms, and all manner of other forms of information 
dispensaries streaming opinions on the same event. Those 
opinions are often entirely contrary to one another. This 
flood of information and lack of consensus requires our 
teens to seek a different kind of data, data they acquired 
through experience. 

So when you’re having a spiritual conversation and your 
logic and reasoning gets the “dumb face,” switch to 
experience. Change your bait. Remember this as we go 
through the Easter season. The Resurrection and the 
Empty Tomb are cornerstones of the Christian faith. As a 
matter of fact, without them, we are to be most pitied (1 
Cor. 15:19). Give your teenager the facts and then 
experience with them Easter with a new perspective. 

Next month we will dig deeper into how we must reach 
the experiential mind of the postmodern by connecting the 
gospel to the needs our teenagers experience every day.
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